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Computctr anaged instruction:

IndiyidualiTing introductory psychology for l.,000 *orients

Richard A. KasschauandMichael S. lialpflm

Universilyal Houston

introduce 4proximately 2,000 undergraduates a year to psychology at the

University of llouston in a course that is offered in a large lecture format (to 5-600

students); but also via televisioh to another 5-600 students, We have now implemented a

computer-based testing system called the Teaching Information Processing Systembr
4-7

TIPSi-in order to increase our "personal" contact with each student. Today I'd like to Spin

the story for you as to how we implemented the program, something about our

s to its efflctiveness, and what the students' response to it has been.-
:

H

First, let me describe the introduction to Psychology course for you. Over the past

four years we have enrolled/an average of 527,student,s per semester in our televilloin

an average of 489 per semester in our lecture section. The course- is
7 s e c t i ori 'anci

\ /,
\prerequisite to almost all other courses offered by the Department, and it is afmong. a

./

\limited number of Social Sciences options in the curriculum of many of !the tlf.vrrsity' s
\ .

/1; 1 i .

4o1leges. In typical Fall semester students will he draw' n from all l ,o'lleites that
,. /il

, i.,' : 7.- -.:

dude undergraduates.. 12 5% have a declared major m Social /ScienCef N-ZS in

. ,p ychologO, .32.6% in BUsiness Administration (the largest single souree of.,:students),
. : ti,.

. 1 .19 /in Natural Sciences/Mathematics, 14.1% in Humanities/Fin Art4r and15'.7% from.....,/ -,1
, , / .' - - -,

remaining seVen c9lleges. Of those studen
//' ._ /

i st dents, .23,8% soPhOmtires, 13,7% juniors and

s a tYpical brea down 1 5.8% first/year

9.7% sentors a4id others. ; Obviously, the
. / . I/ t /

7
/

b . / ba kgr9unds and,perspectives of my stud\ents are quite diverse!
/,

,

/ .../ ,
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The lecture secticin inects 1« .1 W I"; ( it 111111W I kil11).: .1 r MI I Mr

(Ply tnrae )Iych, sschau, 979) t ha t iN va daldi f t; udrn N, 1J,INac /et-11)11-(st; iiid

(1(:Inonstrations, accompanied by perhap:, 10 Anti ;11)1.1N))i. <,,ly

teinviAlon section, insofar as I kno4,"is overing exa( tly the imr material (the

Psymple 1y(L11 book is used in both s('c ( ions), t)ao hNcture/dernonstrat ion mat erial is

contained on 60 half-hour teleyisio'n tapes. These tapes are played in pairs, with each duo

played for two days in a 48-seat room. The tapes arc played 16 times during the two-day

period according to a preannounced and published schedule. Students enroll for the

course, but choose (heir own viewing hotirsrestriCted only by the availability of seats in

the television room. (As an intriguing aside, our attendance figures indicate that we

teach about /3s of our students between 9 a.m..and 3 p.m. although the tapes---on.various

scheduleshave been a`vailable some seme-stors as,o4xly as 8 a.m. and its late as 10 p.m.)
-

A graduate student is alwayl in attendance in the tet6vision room.

47he tapesafter trying many varieties--are played back-to-back and followed by a

I5-minute period of discussion. In additi-on, in response to a graduate student's siuggehtion,

we now offer discussion periods at 10 a_tn.l. and 1:15 p.m_ five days a week with the

students signing up for the section they ..wish to attend. This links .each undergraduate

with a specific teaching.,fellpw and has.a.tangential benefit for TLPS to which 1111 return;

later. Lecture studentp are.,infortned:of these voluntary discussion sections, but they are

not required to attend. In fact, attendance is voluntary for an our sections. Data

indicates that in lectureafter the early semester enthusiasms/compulsions settles

down--we hold 80-85% attendance. Tn the television section that is slightly low-
:

er--hovering around 80%, but. its slightly lower because 5-10% of the students repeat a

viewing. So let's say .attendance in the television section is in the mid-70s.
k

Aside from these differences, students ate treated as similarly as p8ssible: Each,

section is given three examinations during the semester, noncumulative and covering

about a third of the 'tbtal material in each ex'am. Students are also expected to do a

4



inch. perichnit prop, viihno eer kk'ork , v ing unite) gradual e ,

writing a term pape or a hook ritique, developing null() videki (slide) denlowdra

Hon, or conducting a small rel,,ear( h iir())(,. t t 11.1 Athhtioil they ho,vt sti 1 y

f options tor exposing themselves to research as zitiblec s, listening to and viewing

t elevised int er views with nine scholars, and t ing occasional lectures by visit ing

dignitariesJim McConnell spoke to the classes year hrfore last, tor instance. In short,

our students are.otfored a chversc, cotuplixL,Oxpo:Alre to the discipline-

()0A LS

Our course content goals are four-fold: ..(1) To lanliliarize st udents wi t h t he

important terms and definitionsthe hasic fangolige of psychology. (2.), To encourage

students to learn about the basic research strate$frs used, by psychologists, especially as

they are Applied in, the different content arear,Of our discipline. (3) To provide the

students with opportunities to see, the points in tiii)lr own life where the Priaiples and

findings of psychology can be applied and to expoIezIthem to procedures for making those

applications.. And ultimately, (4) we hope to convint\e our students that human and animal

behavior is law hd, subject to analysis and study.

In terms of proçess goals for my course, we 4re hoping: (I) To challenge/encourage

ourk studentsstarting where -they are--to move them forward in \ixiderstanding both

theMselves and psychology. (2). To play to the students strengthsboth intellectually and

personally.. (Example: notice the vafiety of indpenOrnt project options thatare available

to them). Finally, we hope (3) to personalize the Course content and procedures to the
;

largeit extent possible. Fifte_en-twenty nonoverlappings office hours are offered each
-*

week, coffee is for sale all the time the television room is operating, and I sit in at least

twice (formally) and as many opportunities as I can make for myself to ''tritique the

teaching style of each of the graduate:students.

for Tips

The reasons underlying our decision to itnpleme t the TIPS system were four-fold:

5
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(1) t hc ?-,1ze ot the t ourse \Ve have roughly 1 ,t)itti I udeut.,, (:.) 1 hc

limited nature ot the av'adahle help: There are only eight tea( hing Icllowh and one ot roe.

t.i) We had data Indicating that 1 he t ca(-her- uden I mu t dt 1 per ft it e hour W at,

4
appro.ximately OA per hour(1). 1 should remind you, of course, that the graduate students

are available 12-14 hours per day in the television classroomdepending On the precise

schedule of Qperation we choose. Finally, (4) the diverse nature of the students enrolling

in mtr eourseas we hinted to you earlier_ So we implementcsd TIPS On a pilot basis in

Spring 1977 and formally for all students in both sections in Fall 1977. WA.!. are now

entering'our third year of full-time operation with the system. And what is the nature of

that system?

TIPS System

At its simplest, in order to implement a TIPS system you must tell your students

what you wish them to learn, assist them in learning the material (by whatever-means),

and then assess whether they have mastered your/their mat'erial. Getting from that

state went of policy to an implemented system involves perhaps two months' work,

attendance at one two-day seminar, a computer of adequate capacity, and some luck.

in essence the major elements of the TIPS system are as follows. First, cokrse

objectives must be laid out. I have.'always had some reservations about "behavioral

objectives", but one of the advantages of the large number of TIPS Quizzes the system

allows is that instructor andstudent can reach a level of understanding as regards what is

expected in terms of the fitated objectives for a course. In the abstract some of the

content objectives for my course seem fuzzy or immeasurable, bOt as we gain experience

with each Other, students seem to grasp what is intended by the specified objectiv,es.

Implicit in those objectives is one assumption that does not trouble Me: If 1,ve are

accomplishing something as educators, then it should show up as detectable changes in be-
_

hayiorl, if we'can pose a question that will be ans'werable once our course material has

been mastered, but not otherwise. In short, I would maintain that education -does have a

6
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deiectalae, measurable impact on. our !.,t tKlents.

1.10k. yclur oble( tiv,ss it is t bei; ne«ssarv to go) thitmgh yourcond, having ,!;pee I I

course material, objective by objective, ion] generate questions tor vhich the student

responses %yin indicate whether the student has mastered the (-mu. ept. Here .: 'kill as

a question-writer is pushed to the limit. In a inoinent Ill show you Imw/why. .114

Third conies the tricky part_ If we view the computer program as simply an

interface between you as teacher and your individual students, you must now ask yourself,
-

"What wolild I tell this stul.ent to do or study if he/she got this question right? What

would I want to tell him/her if it was missed?" The ailswer to your own question 'deter-

mines the nature of the next step.

The' beauty of the TIPS program is that_ you can write "prescriptions' for your

students in a staggering array of detail and sophistication, or very generally depending on

time and inclination. For example, if you've given a 10-item quiz, you may be interested

only in encouraging the best and brightest to consider doing an independent project and

readb lndependently on their own. If,so, you could instruct the computer to address such

a message to those studelits.scoring in the top 5 or 10 or 30% of the class on your quiz.

You might instruct tbe middle block of students to continue as they are, perhaps spending'

a little more time on the reading and course activities. And, you might instruct those

students in the bottom 5 or 15 or 30% (you tlecide!) t.ji*see you or to meet with a graduate

assistant or visit the school's Reading Clinic. Which of these "prescriptions" is printed for

each stUdent can be determined on the .basis of the percentile rank on a quiz or in terms

of 'their .absolute score on a quiz--so that if everyone got 5 Or more of the 10 items

correct, they'd all get the same message. ,This same logic can be applied to subsets of

. questions, or even to individual questions! Again, the only limit is your own ingenuity and

available time .

As a review for you, my course is compostid of ten content setions: Methods and-

Data, Developrnental, Physiological, Sensory Pro'cesses, Learning/Memory, Uinguage,
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Mot rki at ion/Elliot ion, individual 1)1 I rrencesflest 1 sknia lit v, !-,oc addl It'll,

each contew art`,A is divided into 3 0:niiinite iecture solonent5 because id the flat tire o I br

teievision course. so, when we ( onstiiR t d Tbi'S gull., we ask the TIPS procjain it analy.e..e

student performance for each subset of quiz questions that retain to one 30-minute

segment of materialusually two questions. Thus, for each pair of questions we will

generate either two or three prescriptionsassuming the student missed none, one, Or two

of the questions. s his/her performance deteriorates, the nature of the feedback

becomes increasingly directed...even fo the point of saying "If you missed Question 2-, go

back and read Pages 38-39 in PHchology and Life, and do activity .1 t 2, on Page A-16 of

Psymple PLiych."

In addition to prescriptions based on a student's performance on individual

questions, you can also instruct the compUter to analyze the students performance on the

entire quiz either absolutely or relative to his/her standing in class. Finally, you can also

relay messages to the entire classof the upcbming appearance of Jim McConnell in the

lecture section, ofArisiting dignitaries in the department, or anything else you wish to call

to their attention--such as a Labor Day vacation, or your own absence froni the classroom

so as to give a paPer in New York!

Finally, the program will store the informabion from each individual quiz--retain-.

ing up to 75 questions spread across 5 quizzes. Once we've finished Methods and Data,

Developmental and Physiological, we have our first -exam: -Thus, after the computer has

scored each student's third TIPS quiz we ask it to' review the student's performance across,

all questions relative to the class' performance as a whole. For the top 10% we send a

"warm fuzzy" that congratulates them on their performance thus far and suggests they re-
a`

lax and continue in their current form. For the middle 80% we encourage more studying,

review of Psytnple Psych, and re-reading the course text. For the bottom 10% we suggest

an immediate apPointment with. ..and,the name of their discussion !Older (of the wee.kly

session- -for which they have- signed up) is'filled in. If a satisfactory plan of study is not
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developed, it they meet with me uni:at ist.0 tordy i Are to s( hedure ,tiwpmnt.

went), we indicate their portorm,inte sugl...ests they wilt have serious ditto-It it les with the

tirst cxam and that they might wish to consider dropping the course, oi delayink; taking it

for another- semest et.

In review, then, you first ;;pecity objectives-lwhat are you trying to ac(-omplish in

your teaching? Then you write questions to a&sess student progress toward accomplishing

your objectives_ Finally you write prescriptions intended to guide students toward bette;-

mastery of your objectives if their quiz performance indicates they're having some

difficulties. Give the quiz, score it, hand out the prescriptions, and then wait tor the

-J

impact.

There is an additional strong value to this tool--not immediately obvious--ancl'

(unfoetunately) not available to me in the television section. In addition to the

prescription sheets given baCk to the students, .the computer gives each teaching fellow a

listing of his/her students performance broken down by name and performance on each

individual
t
question, as well as t frequenCy distribution of his/her students' choices across

each of the response options for all questions_ Additionally, as instructor, I get a simila)r

table ftsir the entire class, without Imes-

Thus, by watching the 41S output I can monitor the teaching effectiveness of efich

.of the teaching fellows and) (more importantly) I can instantly identify any concept or

group of concepts the students have not mastered. That means I can review material
e

. they've failed to master before moving on to new material based on a misunderstood

principle or definition or concept! Thus TIPS makes the lecturing/teaching process self-
.

correcting and responsive to stuilent mastery of the subject matter.

STUDENT RESPONSE IN THE CLASSROOM

The system was originally developed 10-1Z years ago by Allen C. Kelley at the

- University of Wisconsin, 'then teaching a large-enrollment introductory econOrnics with

problems and limits similar. those I've described. My psychology course is divided into 10

9

1.
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cout ent aroas. t olovis sc( nit) I hose o prosont ed in an yw licro vt)n, t

30-minu to :3 egments; loc tnt e courfw has a sitniLu- disti Wu( ion. rot eaf. h ( ion

course we have published in an Appendix in the l'symple Psych book a series ot ()hoc-
.

Typically, we havetivesskills the student should gain itlion learning t he mat erial.

specified t wo objec t iv es for each .30-minute lecture. As an example, in flw "Basic

concepts" portion of the METHODS'r-TAND IDATA section the objectives are ,.afed thus:

At the time of the TIPS Quiz (with 80% accuracy) you should be able to: (I) Identify

proper and improper examples of an operational definition, and (2) Distinguish examples of

independent, intervening, and dependent variables given verbal descript ions of such

variables or graphed versions of functional r

ID order to assess the first objectie, for instance, cm the first TIPS quiz students

are asked the following multiple-choice question:

Which,of the following is an operational definition?

1) speeding = traveling one mile in less than two mirintes where the posted spee(l is .30

miles per hour

L) loving a feeling of joy

3) smiling = occurs any time two tiood friends have not seen each other for a week

4) testing = thinking "one, two, three" every time you see a microphone

As we finish each section of course .material, the TIPS quiz is available for two

days in the television classroom. The 15-minute discus*ion period fo1lowhaz.5 the

completion of, a.section of course material is utilized for administering the TIPS quiz in

the 'television section; the first 10 minutes or so of the lecture section is similarly

dedicated. However, students in both sections are allowed to take the quiz home if they

prefer. In order not to delay, card-punching and processing of the results, we .have, a

posted, absolute deadline after which no TIPS quizzes will be accepted for scoring. Once

the* quiz has been completed, it is key-punched and entered with 'all students' data

simultaneously. The single- or double-page printout, is distributed during the night or

t 0
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H' (Or(' (5p011111V, (11C ( t 'V S I 1 1.1,5;!Nr()(1m t In, ,r )1,k
I

h,,,.

teedb.h k as socin as pos:nhle at ter ( I ic chising tin i r submit mg t he qui:.

This Fall is the first time we've allowed the talkeh4.)we t ii, ,ci kve h,ive u()t twig

yet to report on that feature. However, test r-se,Jurity ha!, be<=n no problem tor a very

simple reason: nb credit is given for TIPS Qui?. per f)rin:Ince. When the syst em Is

introduced, it presented to the student as a tool .vith which they can assessin a no--

threat situat onhow well they are progressing toward mastery of material the course

instructor deems important. They are informed the quizzes v ill he available,, that the

questions will be similar to (but not identical with) questions to be asked on r.,:gular

examinations, 5o the test-taking experience certainly will help them. General details

about the nature of the prescriptions generated by the computer are also relayed, but not

significant amounts of information about the working details of the program.

Our expersience in terms of student cooperation with the ground rules of the TLPS.'

system has been very positive. There is no personal benefit to be gained by cheating, and

we've found absolutely no evidence of cheating as the TIPS quizzes arc being taken in the

classroom.

Student participation in the-TIPS quiz system declines during the semester, as one

might, expect. Preliminary analysis of student grades as a function of final course grade

for thOS'e actually using TIPS suggests that students earning an A-grade for the course are

wrforming 8-10% better than students earning A's who took comparable course examina-
,

.. %tions during the year preceding implementation of TIPS. For B students, the increased

exam performance is 3-5% higher. For C students as a grpup, as well as those earning a D

or F in the course, participating in" TIPS does not seem to influence their exam

performance in the (course.

One unique aspect of the University of Houston liears on the apparent drop-out rate

froin TIPS. In a 14-week semester, our undergraduates are able to drop a course until

almost 11 weeks -into the sernesterW. As a relult, doubtless, some students have Intel-
,
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lectually "dropped" the course before the thuviu'sit y (and I as instrut. tor) get toroud

word of the withi.irawak. In, t ypical semester, starting with `)00 students, we will asign

final grades (other than I or WI to only about ot them. Whereas 88 -9V-I) of the 500

students at the st4rt of the semester will take a TIPS quiz, only 50-520 of the remaining

300 will participate in the last group of TIPS Qui7.-zes. It is difficult to pin-down the

reason for this, but several have occurrNi to us. Virst, in,past years it has been possible

for students to avoid taking the final exsim -under certain circumstances. Their

"incentive" to continue .tIPS is likely to be reduced. Second, our Initial strategy in

developing the original TIPS quizzes was to make them harder than the actual examina-

tions on which the students would be graded. We were concerned that since tbe TIPS

quizzes followed right on the heels of completing a section of material, it niight be the

case that student- performance would top-out, causing the TIPS system prescriptions to

create undue optimism on 4ie part of the students. To prevent this we seem to have over-

reacted by making the TIPS Qui questions too diffi.cult. Class averages on each

quizranging from 8 to 15 quespons in length regularly fall between 48-55%! Clearly it

has not been a public-relations, Trendex success to give/take a TIPS quiz! Again, this has

. doubtless lessened participation.

Overalt- at th-i-S point we're two years into the -TIPS testing program. 'Student

response ---ha6 been very positive and the data we've 'collected seems to confirm our

impression that the TIPS quizzes are having their iended effect: Helpin our students

master khe course content and principles cfl introductory psychology.
'y


